Molecular detection of tyrosinase transcripts in peripheral blood from patients with malignant melanoma: correlation of PCR sensitivity threshold with clinical and pathologic disease characteristics.
Positive molecular detection of tyrosinase transcripts (TYR mRNA) in RNA extracts of peripheral blood (PB) samples from patients with malignant melanoma provides evidence of disease dissemination. Total RNA extracted from PB was quantified and subjected to RT-PCR under ultra-sensitive and reduced-sensitivity PCR conditions using SSRT-II. Positive TYR mRNA detection in 78 melanoma patients and 40 healthy volunteers was correlated with clinical stage, Breslow's evaluation of tumor thickness, Clark's assessment of tumor invasion, the location of the primary tumor site, and tumor histology. The assay sensitivity was evaluated by spiking PB with the melanoma cell line SK-MEL-28. Using ultra-sensitive PCR conditions, eight out of 40 RNA (20%) samples from healthy volunteers and 50 out of 78 RNA (64.1%) samples from melanoma patients tested positive. Using reduced-sensitivity PCR conditions, we found only two positives in 40 RNA samples from healthy subjects and 20 positives in 78 RNA samples (25.6%) from melanoma patients. Only positive PCR samples for the reduced-sensitivity PCR assay correlated significantly with stage IV (metastatic) disease (p=0.0395). There was no significant correlation between positive TYR mRNA samples for either PCR condition (ultra-sensitive and reduced-sensitivity) with Breslow's classification of tumor thickness, Clark's assessment of tumor invasion, location of the primary tumor site, and type of tumor histology. We conclude that reduced-sensitivity rather than ultra-sensitive PCR conditions correlate with clinical stage in melanoma patients.